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References were read to see what authorities say about desirable
qualities in games and toys.
In discussion period standards for toys for children of different
ages were named, then listed on the board. Class secretaries
copied the lists as reminders for the group.
The class decided to find out what toys can be bought now, and
if price makes much difference in their desirability.
The Problem Is Studied
Committees of two visited each local store (one committee to
a store). Each committee had one kind of toy, game, or plaything
to study. Durability, manipulative or usable quality, safety, vari-
ety in uses, number of persons who could use the article, and cost
in relation to value were some features looked for.
Where the storekeeper was willing, several outstandingly good
examples were borrowed for class examination. The understand-
ing was that lost or damaged goods would be paid for. (The
teacher's account stood as security for certain borrowings.)
The playthings were studied and scored on a scale of values
based on points listed above and by authorities.
The borrowed articles were carefully packed by the committees
and returned to the stores.
The Following Decisions Are Made
Games and toys that cost the least can often be the most fun;
for example, marbles and jacks.
Toys should provide ways of playing, not just keeping a person
busy; for example, bat and balls, darts, blocks, or boxes for little
children.
Toys should help a person think; for example, materials to con-
struct things.
Toys should provide exercise for the body; for example, wagons
and wheelbarrows for outdoors, and ping-pong.
Games which several people can play are more fun than when
only two can play, ("This helps people to be good sports and
take turns, and to let others win ")
It would be easy to make boards for darts and checkers, and
ping-pong tables, out of some discarded tables seen in the base-
ment. Jigsaw puzzles could be made in the shop.

